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QUESTION 1

A developer is writing a server side script that needs to maintain state across calls. The persistent information needed
includes these items. 

1.

 The current customer 

2.

 Whether or not the customer is authenticated 

3.

 The privacy attributes (such as tracking consent or cookie policy) 

Which technique should the developer use to maintain state in an efficient and scalable manner that follows best
practice? 

A. Use a client-side cookie to store the information for the session duration 

B. Use the Session class, and its additional class references and attributes, in the B2C Commerce API 

C. Use a non-replicable Custom Object to store the information temporarily 

D. Use an SFRA controller. Because it runs server-side, the state is automatically maintained 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

There is an existing job that captures and sends a report of all the SFCC orders captured in a day for North America at
12:00 AM EST. The developer is asked to also send another report for all the orders placed for Europe at 12:00 AM
UTC. How should a developer achieve both of these requirements? 

A. Use a flow and set up execution of both job steps at the specified time 

B. Create a new job specific to Europe to run at the specified time 

C. Add a new job step to the existing North America job to capture and send a report for all these Europe orders 

D. Modify the existing Job and add site-specific job run-times to the Scheduling tab 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A client has a requirement to render different content on the homepage based on if the customer is logged in or quest
user. What should a developer implement to achieve this requirement? 
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A. Write specific custom code in the Content Asset for a customer that is a registered, versus unregistered, user. 

B. Add specific custom messages in Page Designer for a customer that is a registered, versus unregistered, user. 

C. Set the Content Slot configuration so it is based on the system customer group registered, versus unregistered. 

D. Set the Content Asset configuration for a customer that is a registered, versus unregistered, user. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

There are three logging categories: category1, category1.eu, and category1.us. 

In Business Manager, category1 is enabled for WARN level and no other categories are configured. All custom log
targets are enabled. 

The code segment below executes 

var logger = Logger.getLogger("loggerFile", "category1.eu" ); logger.warn("This is a log message"); 

What is the result? 

A. Logs will be written to the log file with a prefix loggerFile. 

B. Logs will not be written. 

C. Logs will be written to the log file with a prefix customwarn. 

D. Logs will be written to the log file with a prefix custom-loggerFile. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A merchant has a new requirement to accept American Express credit cards on its Storefront. A credit card payment
method already exists. 

Which step must a developer take in Business Manager to achieve this? 

A. Add American Express as a Payment Preference in Site Preferences 

B. Add American Express into the Order settings in Site Preferences 

C. In Payment Methods, enable American Express as a credit card type 

D. In Payment Processor, create American Express as a payment type 

Correct Answer: A 
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